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1. Introduction 
For v > 0 we use jVk, y,, and cVk to denote the 
kth positive zeros of the Bessel functions J,(x), 
Y,,(x) of first and second kind and of the general 
cylinder function 
C,(x) = cos (Y J,(x) - sin (Y Y,(x), 
O<a:<a, 
respectively. 
The definitions of cVk may be extended to nega- 
tive values of v in such a way that cVk varies 
continuosly with v, cVk + 0 when v + (a/~) - k 
and on the interval 
a 
;-kwc-k+l 
I? 
c,~ is the first positive zero of C,(x) [ 15, p. 508; 2). 
Using the concavity ofj,, with respect to v [2, p. 
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861, Muldoon and Laforgia gave in [9] some linear 
inequalities. 
In this paper we prove similar inequalities for 
yVk, k= 1, 2,..., 0 -Z v < cc. Analogous results can 
be obtained in the general case of cuk, but only for 
k=2, 3,... In fact in [9] the authors have not 
been able to extend the concavity of cVk to k = 1. 
Finally we compare some lower and upper 
bounds given in [9] and other inequalities that we 
obtain here using the concavity of jvk with respect 
to v, with other well-known results. 
This comparison is concerned only with ele- 
mentary inequalities. We have excluded other al- 
ready known more sophisticated approximations. 
For example, Gatteschi gave in [5] the bounds 
jx_,,Z.k[(“+h)2+YX(l -x)]-“2ien(;) 
<jx_,,2.k[(n+h)2++A(1 -X)1-“*, 
O<X< 1, y= 1 -4/n’, k= 1,2 ,... [in] 
where 8,(,x) denotes the kth zero of ultraspherical 
polynomials P,,(“(cos 8). These formulas can be 
used to obtain approximations for jYk, but they 
involve the functions f?,‘:), and so their immediate 
use is not possible. 
The computations for this paper were carried 
out on the PDPl l/40 computer of the Istituto di 
Calcoli Numerici dell’universita di Torino. 
2. Inequalities and monotonic results 
In [2] Elbert proved the property that Lewis 
and Muldoon conjectured in [ 111, namely, that jvk 
is a concave function of v in the interval -k < Y c 
In [9] Muldoon and Laforgia studied some con- 
sequences of this result proving, among other 
things, some inequalities for jvk. In [IO] the same 
authors proved that the k th zero of the cylinder 
function C,(x) = cos a J,(x) - sin LY Y,(x) is a 
concave function of v, for k = 2, 3,. . . and they 
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extended to k = 1 the concavity of c,,~, when 0 < (Y 
< +H. 
Thus in the particular case of the zeros yVk of 
the Bessel function Y,(x) corresponding to the 
case (Y = fa, we find that I;/, is a concave function 
of v for k= 1, 2,... Consequently the graph of 
such a function between (vO,yVO.,) and (v,, y+) 
lies above the chord, giving 
Yv,k -Yq,k 
Yvk 'Yv,k + 
VI - vo 
(v-v,), VO-=V<V,. (2.1) 
For example, in the particular case v0 = 0, v, = 1 
we have 
yvk'yOk+(y,k-YOk)v. Ocvcl. (2.2) 
Letting v,, = 0 and v, * cc in (2.1) we obtain 
the inequality 
yYk>y,,k+v, o<v<oo* (2.3) 
To prove (2.3) one needs yyk/v = 1 + o(l), v + cc, 
which follows from (2.4) below. As in the analo- 
gous case ofj,, studied in [9] we can improve (2.3) 
with a strict inequality. 
Since the function yyk - v -y,, is concave and 
nonnegative on (0, cc), it cannot vanish and we 
have 
Y uk >y,,+v, o<v<m. (2.3’) 
The linear inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) are the 
best linear lower bounds of yYk, since they become 
exact at the end points of the intervals of validity. 
The asymptotic formula 
y”,=v+akv”3+0(v-“~), v+cc (2.4) 
shows that (2.3’) gives the best linear lower bound 
validforO<v<cc. 
An alternative proof of (2.3’) follows from the 
property d y,,/dv > 1 which is a particular case of 
a general result proved in [4, Lemma 2.11. 
The concavity of yyk can be used to obtain also 
upper bounds for yvk. To this end we use the same 
method employed in [9] in the case of j,,. 
From the integral formula of Nicholson type 
[15, p. 5081 
dc,k - = 2cVklWKo(2cVk sh t)e-2”‘dt 
dv 
(2.5) 
where K,(x) denote the modified Bessel function 
of order zero and 
ay (x) aJ (x) 4(x,+&- - Y”(X)+- = 
4 O” = -- 
/ = 0 
K,(2xsh t)em2”‘dt, 
we find for cPk =yyk 
. 
I =.,'"A 
Since [ 1, p. 3621 
we have 
= in2yOkJo'(yOk). 
v-o 
Recalling the formula [ 15, p. 771 
J,(x)r,+,(~)-J,+,(x>rY(X)= -$ 
we obtain 
1 
J,(y,,)= -2 * - 
nyOk y,(yOk) 
and finally 
= 
[y,kyi%'Ok)]-'~ 
u-0 
Thus the inequality 
_bk<yOk + [YOky:(YOk)]-'v~ 
o<vcoo (2.7) 
holds. 
For example, in the case k = 1 this gives 
yy,<yo,+1.4470201...v, O<v<oo. 
Moreover following the lines of the argument 
given in [2] leading to formula (8) of that paper, it 
is possible to show that 
$"k ' <,=,
k=1,2..., O-=v<ca (2.7’) 
In fact, it is clear that if we show that yVk/v 
decreases as v increases for 0 < v c co, all the steps 
used in [2] hold leading to (2.7’). 
Effectively the concavity of yvk implies that the 
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graph of yyx. between the points (0,~~~) and 
(v*, YVak) lies above the chord. This gives the in- 
equality 
Y “h -Yo, > YPk -Yo, 
, o<v<v* 
V V* 
which gives the stronger properties that (Y,, - 
Yok)/v decreases as v increases for Y > 0. 
Thus for every v > 0 and k = 1, 2.. . the follow- 
ing inequality holds 
-)iyjl < YOr + +lTv. 
Generally we have 
c “/_ < Co/( -t&TV (2.8) 
withv>Oandk=2,3....InthecaseofO(ru<$r 
we can extend (2.7) also to k = 1. 
Finally when (Y = 0 we have 
j,, <jok+ f~v, k= 1, 2,... (2.9) 
Other useful bounds can be obtained by the 
convexity ofjyZk. (This property was conjectured in 
[ 1 l] and proved in [4].) 
We have 
v. < v < v,. (2.10) 
Inthecasek=l,v,= -l,v,=Owecanwritethis 
in the form 
j,: <jo’i +j$v, -1 <v<o. 
Similarly we obtain 
j~~<j&+2[k*~*-j&]v, O<v<f (2.11) 
It is clear that from the convexity of jVi we can 
deduce many other inequalities. 
3. Lower bounds for small Y (v E I- 1,lJ) 
For any particular value of v, there are several 
inequalities available to estimatej;,. In this section 
we determine which is the closest. We did this 
numerically by evaluating the various approxima- 
tions at intervals of 0.001 in v. 
(a) Interval [ - l,O]. The inequalities that we 
take in account are the following 
j,, > [(v+ l)(v+ 5)]“*= E,, 
-l<v<O, (3.la) 
j,, >~(v+ l)=E,, 
-l<v<--l 23 (3.lb) 
j,i >2(j,,, -$r)v+j,,, =LM,, 
-i ‘<v<O, (3.lc) 
j,, >fn(v++)=L, 
-+<v<o. (3.ld) 
The first and the second of these inequalities 
have been proved in [3], the third in [9] as a 
consequence of the concavity of juk and the fourth 
in [S]. 
Incidentally we observe that (3.lb) is also a 
consequence of the concavity of j,,. It is clear that 
(3.1~) is sharper than (3.ld). Our calculations 
showed that it is convenient to use the inequalities 
as follows 
j,, > E,, - 1 < v < -0.550, 
j,i > E,, -0.549 < v < -0.5, 
j,, > LM, v -0.5 < v < 0. 
This conclusion is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
(b) Znterual [O,f]. Ahmed and Calogero [l] gave 
some inequalities satisfied by j,, which, for ‘small 
values’ of v are very precise. These are 
j,, > [v* - 19 + 6(2v2 + 1Ov + 17)1’2]“2 = AC,, 
v > 0, 
j,, > [(v+ l)(v’+ 12v+ 23)/(v+ 4)]“2 =AC,, 
v> 0, 
j,,>{j(v+l)[-(v+2)(v+7) 
+ [(v + 2)( v3 + 19~’ + 131~ + 257)]“2]} I” 
=AC,, v>O, 
j,, > 26/7( v + l)“* 
x (v+2)3(v+3)2(v+4)(v+5)(v+6)(v+7) [ 
/(33v3 + 329~~ + 1081~ + 1 145)]1”4 = AC,, 
v>o. 
Our calculations show that AC,+, is more pre- 
cise than AC,, i = 1, 2, 3, for every v > 0. 
Other inequalitites have been given by 
Shafheitlin [15, p. 4861, Hethcote [6], McCann [13] 
and Laforgia-Muldoon [9]. They are respectively 
j”, > \iv(v+ 2) = s,, v > 0, 
j,, > (iv++)n=H,, O<v<$ 
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jv,>(j;,+v2)1’2=MC,, v > 0, 
j,, >jo,+2v(n-j,,)=LM,, O<v<i. 
all of the interval 
_ ._- 
[O,f] and precisely for 0.001 Q v 
f U.4YY. 
Of course LM, which is an identity for v = 0 
and for v = 0.5, is naturally very precise for v near 
to 0 and 0.5. 
(c) Interval [i,l]. The same analysis of the four 
inequalities AC, given above showed that in this 
It is clear that LM, is better than S,, H, and 
MC, and our computation shows that it is also 
better than AC, and AC,. 
However AC, gives the best results on almost 
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interval, the inequality 
_&I ’ AC, (3.2) 
is closest. We also consider the lower bound [9] 
Since this inequality becomes an equality for 
v = 4 and v = 1, it is clear that this lower bound is 
precise when Y is near to i and 1, but already for 
v 2 0.501 and v 6 0.998 the inequality (3.2) gives a 
j,, > 217 -j,, + 2(j,, - T)Y = LM,. more precise approximation. 
8 
t-2 
’ ’ ’ ’ -0.20 -0.07 o 
Fig. 2. 
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4. Upper bounds for small Y (v E I - 1,lI) jy, <\/2(v+ l)(v+3) =E,, -l<v<cQ, 
In this section we are concerned with choosing j,, <n(v+ I)=&, -4 <v-Co, 
the closest upper bounds for j,,. j,, < +r+ 1.8519(v+ +)=E,, -1 <vC 00, 
(a) Interval [ - l,O]. We compare the following 
inequalities j,, < joI +~,,v =m,, 
/F-z- -1 <v<o. 
” ’ ” ” ’ ” ” ” 0.07 0.13 0.20 0.27 0.33 0.40 0.47 3 
Fig. 3. 
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The first, the second and the third results have 
been proved in [3], while the last is a consequence 
of the convexity of jV% (41. 
It is convenient to use the previous inequalities 
as follows 
j”, < E, 7 -0.999 ( Y < -0.601, 
j,, < Es* -0.6 ( v ( -0.273, 
j”, <ED -0.272 ( v < -0.109, 
j”, <EL,, -0.108 <v < 0. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the situation. 
(b) Znterual [O,iJ. We compare the following 
inequalities 
j”, -=z [2(v + l)(v + 5)(5v + 11)/(7v + 19)]“* 
=AC,, v>o, 
j,, < [+(v* - 9) 
+ +( v4 + 238~~ + 1152~ + 1489)“2] “2 =E,, 
v > 0, 
j/{2(v+l)[-(v+2) 
+ [(v+2)(3v+ 12)],‘2]}“2==J, v>O, 
j,, < [2(v+ l)(v+3)]“*=S,, v>O, 
j,, <j,, +fav=LM,, v>O, 
j,, <[j~,+2~(n~-j~,)]~‘*=IX,, 
o<v<+, 
j,, <a(~+ l)=E,, v>O, 
j,, <ia+ 1.8519(v+f)=E,, 
v > 0. 
The inequalities AC,, i = 1, 2, 3 have been 
obtained by Ahmed and Calogero in [l], the S, by 
Schafheitlin in [15, p. 4861. The bounds LM, and 
EL, are (2.9) and (2.1 l), respectively, while the 
remaining formulas have been given by Elbert in 
[31. 
We find that AC, is sharper than AC,, ,, i = 1, 2 
and that LM, is more stringent than I?& in [0, 
0.251 but less stringent in [0.251,0.5]. We find 
j,, < LM,, 0 < v d 0.042, 
j,, < AC,, 0.043 < v f 0.459, 
j,, < EL,, 0.460 < v < 0.5. 
Thus Fig. 3 illustrates the situation. 
(c) Interval [i,l]. We have considered the in- 
equalities in (b) defined for v >, & and in addition 
PI 
j,, <(+ + +v)n=H,, v> +. 
The results of the comparison suggest that we use 
the inequalitites as follows 
j,, < I%* 0.5 < v < 0.533, 
j”, <AC,, 0.534<v< 1. 
5. Bounds for large Y 
We consider the inequalities 
j,, < AC, 
and [7] 
j,, < v + 1.855757~“~ + 1.357v- “3 = Ff,, 
v> 1. 
A comparison between these two bounds shows 
that it is useful to use them as follows 
J;, < AC,, 1 < v < 5.297, 
.L, < Hz, 5.298 < v < 10. 
In the case of v & 10, the last inequality can be 
replaced by the more precise 
j,, < v + 1.855757~“~ + 1.105~-“~ = H3, 
v 3 10. 
Similarly a comparison between the inequalities 
j,, > v + 1.855757~“~ + O.~V-‘/~ = H,, 
v> 1, 
j,, > v + 1 .855757v’j3 + 0.935~“~ = H,, 
v>, 10, 
j,, > AC, 
shows that one uses them in the following way 
j,, > AC49 1 < Y < 10.502, 
j,, > H,, v,, 10.503. 
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